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developed in [22] and in the earlier paper [19] for deriving the asymptotic distribu-
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mulative sum of squared prediction errors under mild conditions. Paper [27] shows
that Rissanen’s predictive least squares (PLS) criterion can be decomposed as a
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encountered by PLS in finite-sample situations. In [38], the first complete proof of
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E. Probability theory, stochastic processes and other topics

In [4] and [5], sufficient conditions are given for the law of the iterated logarithm to
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for a general linear process to be a convergence system, while [10] considers mar-
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ual empirical process in stochastic regression models. In [36], uniform convergence
of sample second moments is established for families of time series arrays, whose
modeling by multistep prediction or likelihood methods is considered in [40]. Paper
[11], [29], [30] and [33] investigate moment inequalities and their statistical applica-
tions. Density estimation, mixtures, weak convergence of recursions and sequential
analysis are considered in [31], [32], [34] and [37].
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